
Modern toothbrushes have become high-tech oral care
instruments with sophisticated tuft layouts. These contemporary
toothbrush designs require high-tech machinery to manufacture
them efficiently. Automation, reduced floorspace and high output
are all important in the continuous quest to improve hygiene,
boost quality and reduce cost.

The HEPTA-FM machine is a high-speed filling toothbrush
manufacturing cell, seamlessly centralizing all parts of the
manufacturing process in one machine: high speed tufting, high-
precision trimming and smooth end-rounding. The machine can be
equipped with an automatic handle feeder with positive transfer of
the handles, from the moment they leave the handle container to
the moment they are placed in the turret clamps. With up to 1,200
tufts per minute, and handling devices that will transfer up to 35
brushes per minute, the HEPTA-FM is the fastest in its class.
Plenty of trimming stations keep the options open for the trimming
profile, flat or profiled, with or without fibre spreading systems.
The longitudinal end-rounding gives a consistently smooth and

glossy end-rounded surface finishing along the
length of the brush head, usually with less end-
rounding units required than the traditional type.

The HEPTA filling tool is a completely new
design, different from any other filling tool
type, and it is extremely simple, with a
minimum of parts and adjustment. It requires no
lubrication, maintenance is minimized and
setup is quick and easy. This HEPTA filling tool
really shines when it comes to processing
tapered filaments at high speed.

All movements of the machine are controlled
by servomotors. The trimming- and end-
rounding units all have their own drive motors,
so the product quality can be tuned to
perfection. A highly efficient cleaning unit
removes any dust, and an electronic marking
press puts your brand on the handle. With

universal clamping units and clamping fingers used throughout,
and servomotor controls on all the handling devices, this
machine is extremely quick to change-over.

Special options for particular products are available, such as:
rotary turret clamps for brush designs that require a variable
anchor insertion angle, or an integrated drill unit to manufacture
wooden toothbrushes.

The user interface is based on graphics of the machine, and also
has messages in the mother tongue of the user, in order to make
the user interface very organic and clear, so the machine is very
easy to work with. For quick and in-depth support by our
specialists, every machine can be connected to the internet.

The whole machine is engineered and manufactured in the
Boucherie plant in Belgium, with service both from the people
who built the machine as well as from different Boucherie service
points all over the world.

The HEPTA-FM is a giant step forward in toothbrush
manufacturing technology, with plenty of options for both brush
models as well as automation. Find out more by contacting
info@boucherie.be.

HEPTA-FM And HEPTA-FM/1200
Productivity, Efficiency And Quality Built In Belgium

HEPTA-FM 1200 is a compact high-output
toothbrush production cell.

HEPTA-FM 1200 tufts toothbrushes at up to 1200 tufts per minute.

HEPTA-FM can be equipped with a drill head to manufacture wooden
toothbrushes, and processes tapered filament very well.


